
SPIT GAME CIRCUIT 
 
 
Spit is a card game that involves slapping a pile of cards at the end of each round, 
the objective is to slap the smaller pile so that you run out of cards and eventually 
one pile will be empty. The person who slaps the empty pile wins the game. If you 
are familiar with the card game spit you might know that it can be hard to tell who 
slapped the pile first. If you’d like some background you can read about it here: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spit_(card_game) or watch this video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoOT0nKuZIE 
 
 
The two player NAND lockout circuit is the center of our circuit for the spit lockout 
game. Instead of switched we are using pressure sensors to trigger the lockout. 
When one player slaps a pile, it will disable the other player’s pressure sensor from 
being able to send a signal.  
 
 
Instead of lights, we decided to set up a mini synth circuit for each player. When the 
player wins a rounds his/her song will play for about 5 seconds. But how can we 
make it so that each player has one synth that will play no matter which pile they 
slap? If we just hooked the synth up the original lockout, the synth would be tied to 
the pressure sensor not the players.  
 
 
We added some more logic and a few more sensors to give the circuit the ability to 
see which side the lockout slap is coming from.  We placed 4 light triggers, labeled 
A,B,C, and D around the card play area, one on each side of the piles, like the 



diagram below. 

 
 
 
So there are two combinations that will lockout player 2 and trigger player 1’s synth: 
 
 
trigger A + card pile 1   AND  trigger C + card pile 2 
 
 
And two combinations that will lockout player 1 and trigger player 2’s synth: 
 
 
trigger B + card pile 1   AND  trigger D + card pile 2 
 
 
To set these up we take the outputs from the light light sensors and use them as 
inputs to one side of an AND gate. The other input to the AND gate is the outputs 
from the lockout circuit with the pressure sensors, which we call card pile1 and card 
pile 2.  



 
 
Now these 4 AND gates must be grouped such that two of them send to one synth 
and two of them send to the other synth. The light triggers determine the grouping, 
as the light triggers on each side of the board must be grouped together to control 
the same synth. We use OR gates to group them by connecting the outputs from the 
AND gates input of an OR gate. 
 
 
Here is a diagram of the 4 AND gates connecting to the 2 OR gates.  
 

 
 
But there is still a problem with our circuit! When one player slaps a pile we are not 
blocking the light trigger on the other side of the pile. We can solve if by adding 
another NAND lockout at the final stage. This time the inputs to the NAND gate are 
not the pressure sensor, but the outputs from the OR gates. Now if one player’s light 
trigger is activated, it will lockout the other player’s light triggers from being able to 
send a signal to the final output.  
 
 
The final output from this lockout is connected to 2 channels of a mix module that is 
connected to the speaker. We put timeouts set to 5 seconds here so that the song 
will play after the hands are released. Remember the pressure sensors do not toggle 
so they will not send a signal after they are released. We can extend their signal by 
placing a timeout before the signal is sent to synth and speaker. When one player’s 
channel is activated his/her synth tune will play for 5 seconds and the other channel 
will not receive a signal.  Here is a diagram of the second lockout circuit and the 
synth modules. The red and black lines are wire modules, they are colored different 



to show that they cross each other but have independent paths.

 
 
 
And here is a final truth table to show the 4 different scenarios of winning, feel free to 
add more and take a closer look at the lockout circuits. 
 
 

Pile 1 Pile 2 Trigger A Trigger B Trigger C Trigger D OUTPUT 

T F T F F F player 1 synth 



T F T F F F player 1 synth 

F T F F F T player 2 synth 

F T F F T F player  2 synth 

 
Now our circuit will not only lock you out based on who slapped the cards first, it will 
know who slapped the cards first! And the winner of each round will play their 
personalized victory song, because what fun is winning if you can’t rub it in your 
opponent's face with a victory song? 
	  


